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       Ah! Real aeroplanes (not a nosewheel insight!) on a 
        Grass airfield and in the sun!   Duxford is always 
        Worth a visit!   Why not visit on the Safety day  
         (April 8th) and attend the ‘’Miss Whiplash’’ 
         Lecture.! 



If you do make it to Duxford, 
Try the Officers Mess Café 
For luncheon.  Go out the main 
gate , across the road and into 
The mess.  I swear I passed 
Douglas Bader last time I was 
There! 

 
The editors corner! 
 
 
Welcome everyone to anoth-
er edition of the ‘Flypaper’ 
 
 

 
In  another unbelievably tacky but unpretentious edition we have articles on how to 
survive a hotel fire, a reminder to fly considerately, an article on the psychology of 
human brain errors and a low flying quiz.. 
On the flight safety side some personal thoughts on Angle of Attack indicators and  
A warning about relying on GPS devices and infringements.  So, just about something 
for everybody! 
 
Is your licence current?   With (hopefully!) better weather just around the corner, 
it is timely to ask all pilots to check that their licence and associated ratings are 
still current. 
 

Also, a reminder that I am al-
ways on the lookout for news 
and articles to incorporate into 
this esteemed publication, so 
don’t be shy, let ops have it or e
-mail to me at 
bob.gardneruk@btinternet.com. 
Cheers 
 
Keep the ball in the middle. 
Bob 



Came across this rather old leaflet issued by the General Aviation Awareness Council 
and published by Air BP entitled: Considerate Flying.  Even more so today we need to 
be aware of noise and environmental issues. 

Follow your Dreams! 
Except the one where you’re naked in Church. 

 
Red meat is not bad for you—its fuzzy green meat that is 

 
Sometimes too much drink is not enough 



Ever stay in a Hotel? 
Herewith some good advice…... 



Your FREE copy of the Crosswind table! 

From ‘’Flight 
Training news’’ 



Again, from an old copy of GASCO’s Flight Safety Bulletin, an interesting read……. 





 
‘’Bit to much forward stick there 
Hoskins’’ !! 





 
‘’Andrewsfield Radio, G-FR can you give me a rough time check’’ 
‘’G-FR its Friday’’ 
 
Radar: G-FR, do you have a problem? 
G-FR : I think I have lost my compass. 
Radar: Judging by the way your flying, you have lost the whole instrument panel! 





  More information can be obtained from our Julie Westhorp, the Chairperson of 
the BWPA 

 
 
Peter had realised that 
the visitor had not paid 
for his coffee……. 



On the evening of the 11th January, a very well attended CAA Safety evening was 
held in the large briefing room. It was a very interesting evening with Keith Thomas, 
the moderator, spending most of the time on the CAA’s main theme this year of Loss 
of Control.  This is by far and away the biggest cause of GA accidents (see chart be-
low) 

There are many reasons why pilots are losing control of their aircraft but it usually 
comes down to not watching the attitude and airspeed—especially at low level. 
Keith said that in the USofA the FAA, supported by AOPA, are pressing for the 
widespread use of Angle of Attack indicators in GA aircraft to try to prevent this 
loss of control. As you can bet your last Euro that the same thing will happen in 
EASA land, I would like to express a view that these devices are not a miracle cure! 
   These devices come in all sorts of colours and     
    Designs and should be prominently placed so  

    The pilot can see them i.e. he/she does have  
     To look at it for it to be any use.. 
     Most modern jet airliners have AofA 
     Indicators (its normally a pin selectable 
     Option, normally at the bottom of the ADI 
or at least it was in our BBJ’s!) but it did not 
prevent the Asiana 777 accident at LAX—if the 
crew had looked at the ASI they would have 

seen they were 30 kts slow 
another instrument did not prevent this accident! 
Besides looking at the instrument, pilots have to understand and react to its indica-
tions and for the typical GA pilot flying 15 hours per year I think physical stick and 
rudder skills are more important. Military pilots, especially the fast jet geezers, fly 
AofA indications all the time and maybe landing a swept wing fighter on a pitching 
deck of an aircraft carrier it is an absolutely necessary tool! But for the average 
Cherokee guy landing on a 5000 foot runway 



Cherokee pilot landing on a 4000 foot runway the situation is rather different. 
The simple fact is, that airspeed is a good substitute for AofA most of the time as 
GA pilots generally fly in a small envelope : +/- 10 degrees in pitch and 45 degrees in 
bank and within these boundaries monitoring airspeed and attitude is a perfectly 
good way to keep from exceeding the stalling AofA.  I suggest good speed control 
would improve safety more than another fairly expensive instrument in the average 
light aeroplane cockpit—i.e. we have a stick and rudder skills problem not an instru-
ment problem,. 
So Lets all pay attention to maintaining the proper airspeed on Final! 

Its all in the way you look at it. 
 
 
 

The  Co-Pilot                                                               The Captain 
                                                                     
I’m the Co-pilot,I sit on the right                                 I am the Captain, I sit on the left 
Its up to me to be quick and bright                                I’m very skilful and terribly deft 
I never talk back, for I have regrets                            I suffer in silence while Joe on my right 
I have to remember what the Captain forgets.             Makes all his circuits a little to tight 
I make up the flight plan and study the weather           I never go crook when he drops too much flap 
Pull up the gear and standby to feather                         I like his sweet smile as he says ‘’sorry Cap’’ 
Make out the mail forms and do the reporting            Then he bashes the trim with a twist and a twirl 
and fly the old crate while the Captain is courting.      As he raves of the virtues and curves of his girl 
I take the readings and adjust the power                    I select cruising power and call for coarse pitch 
Put on the heaters when we’re in a shower                  Joe grabs the mixture and slams it in rich 
I give him his bearings on the darkest of nights          When its time to change tanks Joe turns the  
And do all the bookwork without any lights.                 wrong tap, when I call for ‘’gear up’’ he drops 
I call for my Captain and buy him a coke                      ten degrees flap  
And I always  laugh at his corniest joke                       He is late for the take-off first flight each 
And once in a while when his landings are rusty           morning, I do the run up while Joe does the  
I always come through with ‘’by gosh its gusty’’!           yawning 
So all in all, I’m a general stooge                                  He is never quite sure of his check points or 
As I sit on the right of the man I call scrooge            courses, I fake the log while Joe swats the  
I suppose you think that its past understanding           horses 
But maybe someday he will give me a landing.               When I give him a landing he gives me the pip 
                                                                                   As the tower calls up and says ‘’stay on the strip’                  
                                                                                   ‘’Ignorant type’’ says Joe on my right 
                                                                                    Then dates up the hostess for Saturday night 
                                                                                    When the ceilings right down and I fly on the 
                                                                                     Gauges, Joe says a prayer and chants ‘Rock of  
                                                                                     Ages’’ 
                                                                                    I envy the guy who said ‘’God is my co’’ 
                                                                                    Oh what I’d give to swop him for Joe. 
 
 
Of course I talk to myself. Sometimes I need expert advice. 





 
Congratulations! 

 
PPL         Michael Loweth  and Paul Granville 
 
Advanced PPL        Jane Giffould 
 
Flight Instructor     John Wightman and Ray King 
 
Night Rating    Ish Fayyaz , Scott Fenn and Ben Portus 
 
First Solo   Charles Medwin and Brandon Morris 
 
Well done everyone! 



 
 
A very ill-tempered woman ‘’in her senior years’’ was arrested for shoplifting at a 
grocery store.   She gave everyone a hard time, from the store manager to the secu-
rity guard to the policeman who arrested her and took her away. 
She complained and criticised everything and everyone throughout the process. 
When she appeared before the judge, the judge asked her what she had stolen from 
the store.  The Lady defiantly replied ‘’just a stupid can of peaches.’’ 
The judge then asked why she had done it.  She replied, ‘’I was hungry and forgot to 
bring any cash to the store’’. 
The judge asked how many peaches were in the can.  She replied in a nasty tone, 
‘’Nine! But why do you care about that?’’ 
The judge answered patiently, ‘’Well, ma’am, because I’m going to give you nine days 
in jail—one day for each peach’’.  Before the judge could drop his gavel, the Lady’s 
long –suffering husband raised his hand and asked if he might speak. 
The judge said, ‘’Yes sir, what do you have to add?’’ 
The husband said meekly ‘’Your Honour, she also stole two cans of peas’’ 









At info@andrewsfield.com 



Further Dates for your Diary! 
 
Nigel ‘Wingover’ Willson has had a word with his mate at Wattisham and plans are 
afoot to Fly In to the airfield on their open day Wednesday May 3rd. 
The basic itinerary is to arrive by air by 1200 local with a visit to the tower and the 
Approach between 1200 and 1300 followed by a visit to the hangar to look over the 
museum’s Phantom and Hunter and also one of the Apache Helicopters. With a 
chance to talk to some of the personnel and look at other presentations about 
Wattisham activities. 
There are no Landing or parking fees and you can depart whenever you wish, you do 
not have to stay until 1530. 
Wattisham need to know an idea of numbers of aircraft and people attending and 
although it is not until May, Nigel would like some idea by the 10th March if possible. 
E-mail info@andrewsfield.com. Sounds a good day out to me! 
 
Quiz Night 
 
Saturday April 15th there will be another brain squeezing quiz night with more of 
Cap’n Mag drops obscure questions.  These evenings are very popular and sell out 
quickly, so why not get a team of 6 together and join in the fun. (If you can’t get a 
team up, still put your name down and Magdrop will allocate you to a team!) 
 
 



A new advanced robotics system that functions as a co-pilot has been successfully 
tested in-flight in a Diamond DA42 and a Cessna Caravan, Aurora Flight Sciences an-
nounced this week. Aurora demonstrated automated flight capabilities with the 
‘’Aircrew Labour in-cockpit automation system’ ‘(ALIAS) in a Caravan, flying basic 
 maneuvers under the supervision of a pilot. Aurora has visions of ALIAS as a ‘‘a  
tailorable, drop in, removeable kit that would promote the addition of high levels of 
automation into existing aircraft, enabling operation with reduced on-board crew’’ 
 
Nothing new there—Andrewsfield have been experimenting for years with its own 
little robots PAUL (Performs alarming and unusual Landings) and NIGEL (Never in-
tentionally gets en-e-one a Latte) 
 
 
From ‘Flypast ‘magazine 

 
 
Aging seems to be the only way available to live a longer life. 
 
We are all mature until someone pulls out the bubble wrap….. 
 
We live in a society where pizza gets to your house before thepolice. 
 
To err is human; to forgive is divine—and neither is CAA policy 
 
It only takes two things to fly; airspeed and money… 
 
When a prang seems inevitable, endeavour to strike the softest object in the vicini-
ty as slowly and gently as possible. 


